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UT Dallas Re-energizes Semiconductor Nano
Research with Acquisition of New
JEOL ARM200F
JEOL USA and the University of Texas at
Dallas (UTD) jointly announced the
University's acquisition of the new JEOL
atomic resolution Transmission Electron
Microscope (TEM during a JEOL USA "Nano
and Beyond" electron microscopy seminar
held in the University's Natural Science and
Engineering Research Laboratory. Dr. Moon
Kim, Professor of Materials Science and
Engineering, hosted the seminar attendees
during a tour of the future site of the new
TEM, the Nano and Beyond Microscopy Lab,
of which he is the Director.

Graphene layer (red) on Ni
substrate (blue), EDS map
overlay. EDS data was
acquired on 7600F FEG-SEM
with Thermo EDS at 2 kV.
Sample courtesy of J.Kong and
A.Reina (MIT) and D.Bell
(Harvard).
The JSM-7600F combines ultrahigh resolution
imaging with optimized analytical
functionality and a large chamber for up
to 200 mm diameter specimens.

With the acquisition of the ARM200F, UT
Dallas will advance its role as key
contributor to the development of nextDr. Moon Kim welcomes seminar attendees to the
generation semiconductor devices and as a
Nano and Beyond Seminar at UT Dallas in March.
resource for local industry research and that
of several technical consortiums.
The new ARM200F is an aberration-corrected
TEM that achieves better than 1 Angstrom resolution in STEM and TEM and chemical analysis at the
atomic level.
continued>>>

First Commercially-Available
Thin Film Phase Plate
Technology for TEM
Multifold Increase in Biological Specimen Imaging
Contrast

NEW! Get the latest news!
Become a fan of our new Facebook
page and join the JEOL community
online.
If you have a Facebook page, or
establish one, you will receive the
latest news announcements from
JEOL. Click the link above to
Facebook to view the page even if
you are not a subscriber. You can
also bookmark this page.

JEOL Microscopy in the
News
College of Microscopy Brings
Researchers Together for EBSD
Workshop
New JEOL TEM Quickly Breaks into
Picoscale Territory

The imaging performance of today's generation of Transmission
Electron Microscopes (TEMs) is improved dramatically through the use
of a novel technique, the thin film phase plate.

JEOL is the only electron microscope supplier to offer
commercially-available thin film phase plate technology
to its Life Sciences customers, in particular those
involved in cryo-electron microscopy and cryo-electron
tomography. The phase contrast imaging capability of a
phase-plate outfitted JEOL TEM increases specimen
contrast by orders of magnitude.

Images of frozen hydrated
T4 phage and influenza A
virus courtesy of the
laboratory of Prof. K.
Nagayama, Okazaki
Institute for Integrative
Bioscience, Okazaki,
Japan.

"Nearly perfect phase contrast specimens, like frozenhydrated samples, can now be imaged with superior
contrast, which greatly benefits studies where the
image contrast is a limiting factor, such as singleparticle imaging and tomography." says Dr. Jaap Brink,
JEOL Biological TEM Product Manager. "Thus, the phase plate imaging technique
stands to have a huge impact on not just the academic field, but also any field of
applied sciences, R&D, or every field where cryo-imaging is being used."
Continued >>>

Award-winning Pioneer in Nanoscience
Research Visits JEOL USA

You Tube Video of Microprobe
Installation at Fayetteville State
Microprobe Opens Up a New
Universe for FSU/UNCP
SEM Technology Advances Energy
Research
UTSA Growth Benefits Ripple
Across San Antonio
Applications of MultiBeam SEM/FIB
Instrumentation in the Integrated Sciences

Posters, Technical Notes
and Downloads
We are constantly updating our
library of reference materials.
Please visit our Resources pages
for all JEOL downloadable
documents.

"We're honored to have such a distinguished leader in the field of nanoscience
visit with us," said Bob Santorelli, CEO of JEOL USA. (L to R) Peter Genovese,
JEOL USA President; Hisao Wada, Vice President; Dr. Sumio Iijima; Bob
Santorelli, CEO; and Shinichi Watanabe, Chairman.

Nanoscience owes much to the discoveries of world renowned physicist Dr. Sumio Iijima, who
pioneered the use of high resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) to characterize
nanomaterials in the early 70s and successfully imaged carbon nanotubes in the early 90s.
Although he has used JEOL TEMs for the past four decades, Dr. Iijima visited JEOL USA this March for
the first time following a speaking engagement at MIT's Center for Materials Science and Engineering.
Dr. Iijima's accomplishments are many, beginning with his groundbreaking work at Arizona State
University and later at the Research Development Corporation of Japan and at NEC. He produced the
first atomic resolution micrographs with the HRTEM, continued>>>

See how JEOL instruments are fueling research in alternative energy solutions oil shale, nuclear power, solar thin films, nanocatalysis, and fuel cells. Visit our
new energy applications web page and take a tour of our new image gallery.

Freeze Fracture Replica Immunogold Labeling
(FRIL) Short Course Offered
The Department of Biomedical Sciences at
Colorado State University is offering a oneweek intensive course in freeze-fracture
replica immunogold labeling (FRIL) techniques
for research scientists and senior technicians.
The course will be held July 12-16 in Dr. John
Rash's laboratory at the Fort Collins, Colorado
campus.

The laboratory is well known for the successful use of FRIL
with with SDS replica labeling for ultrastructural
identification and anatomical mapping of a wide variety of
membrane proteins, and strongly bonded accessory
proteins and cytoplasmic "scaffolding" proteins.

"Ribbon" gap junction in rat inner
plexiform layer labeled for Cx36 by
6-nm and 18-nm gold beads.

The Rash Lab has perfected the Freeze Fracture technique for more than 35 years. "This method
offers a true sense of dimensionality not seen in other methods. A single fractured replica can show
deep contour by using stereoscopy (achieved by tilting the TEM goniometer plus/minus four degrees
and printing the stereo pairs using a stereoscope). When replicas are immunolabeled the need to
know which faces and at what level one is at in the cell matrix becomes critical. This process excels
over other methods in distinguishing clearly the varying cell types," said Tom Yasumura, Sr. Research
Associate.
Course attendees will utilize the JEM-1400 and JEM-2000 TEMs in concert with the newly-developed
JFD II Freeze Fracture instrument from JEOL. The JFD II accepts the frozen specimens and creates an
extremely fine platinum replica film all done under high vacuum with the newly re-designed electron
beam evaporation system.
"This technique is not limited to biological materials," Yasumura added.
"It's quick and easy and you can perform many runs in a day. The specimens can be viewed for
months on end." Specimens that can be fractured by this equipment include living cells and tissues,
emulsions (cheese, butter, etc.), detergents, soot particles in engine oil, and particles in suspensions.
To download the brochure describing the summer FRIL course, click here.

As Simple as it Sounds - Ion Slicer
Sample prep is not one of the routine
tasks JEOL service engineers perform,
but when Tim Foster saw the Ion
Slicer for the first time at JEOL USA
headquarters this month, he was
preparing ultrathin TEM samples on
his first day of training. By day three
he was packing the Ion Slicer for
delivery to Boise State College.

See Us at These
Upcoming Meetings &
Tradeshows
MRS Spring
5 - 8 April 2010
Moscone Center
Booth #201

San Francisco, CA

New England Society
for Microscopy
29 April - 2 May 2010
Marine Biology Lab
Woods Hole, MA

Southeastern
Microscopy Society
24 - 26 May 2010
Francis Marion Hotel
Charleston, SC
Have a great SEM image? Submit it
for the SEMS Photo Contest. More

EIPBN
1 - 4 June
Eagan Conv. Ctr.
Anchorage, AK

Semicon West
13 - 15 July 2010
Moscone Center
Booth #5656/5657
San Francisco, CA

Microscopy &
Microanalysis
1 - 5 August 2010
Oregon Convention Center
Portland, OR

Do you have news to share or
comments for JEOLink? Please
feel free to contact us at
jeolink@jeol.com. Thank you!

"It's really simple," he said, "not
painstaking" like typical preparation
methods he has observed. The Ion
Slicer automatically thins both sides
"Really simple" is how Service Engineer Tim
Foster describes the Ion Slicer for TEM sample
of a sample to prepare it for imaging
prep.
with the TEM. Traditional methods
involve a careful artisan's approach to
cutting and polishing a sample with small tools, or using a Focused Ion Beam
(FIB) instrument.
The Ion Slicer is a small desktop instrument that is both very affordable and easy
to use. Foster, who has worked in Boise and out of JEOL's Denver service office
for 14 years, says it will also be a simple installation, with an external rough
pump for delivering argon gas.
With the guidance of Dr. Natasha Erdman, Applications Specialist, Foster found the instrument easy to
use. He will install the Ion Slicer in Boise State's materials science department where it will be used
to prepare samples for the JEM-2100 LaB6 TEM. The Ion Slicer prepares high quality thin films with
minimal sputtering artifacts. It is one of a family of JEOL sample preparation tools, which includes
the Cross Section Polisher for SEM samples.

An Appraisal of High Resolution SEM Applied
to Porous Materials
Abstract: Nanoporous materials such as zeolites and
mesoporous silica crystals have attracted a lot of
attention in recent years. In particular, the
incorporation of various materials such as organic
molecules, or metal nanoparticles and other inorganic
compounds within their pores which give rise to
fascinating new functions. For such materials, it is
essential to determine their structure, composition and
mechanisms of growth in order to maximize their utility
in future applications.
Recent progress in the performance of SEM is enormous,
especially in low energy imaging where we can now
directly observe fine surface structures of porous
materials even those that are electrical insulators.
Furthermore, by precise filtration and detection of
emitted electrons by their energy, we can selectively
obtain different types of information such as material
composition, location of particles inside or outside the pores etc. The physical processes and
technologies behind this precise tuning of landing and detection energies for both impact and emitted
electrons, respectively, are explained and illustrated using a number of porous materials. Download
the full paper.

JEOL USA Receives 10th Consecutive Omega
Award for Service
JEOL USA has won the Omega NorthFace
Service Award for 2009 for achieving
excellence in customer satisfaction in the
area of local service support.
"This latest achievement, ten consecutive
years, clearly indicates that JEOL's core
message of customer satisfaction is a
fundamental belief of all our employees," said
Patrick McGinley, VP and General Manager of
JEOL USA's service department.
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To qualify for the NorthFace ScoreBoard
Award, a company has to measure their
customer satisfaction levels on at least a
quarterly basis during the year and achieve a
4.0 or above out of a possible 5.0 score in any
of the categories measured. "The NorthFace
ScoreBoard Award recognizes organizations
who not only offer exemplary customer
service, but who also center their existence on
a deep commitment to exceeding customer
expectations," said John A. Maraganis,
president and CEO of Omega.
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